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Abstract - Introducing web application where students can get important placement questions by opening the website and student can ask solution for question or can upload solutions by signing in. Problem: Already many similar websites are present which provide the same service. We have created a website using domain. Project members are the admin where we can update our website by adding important questions accordingly. Student can also update the questions and solutions by signing into our website. It is an open website where the students get the important questions based on the category. Student can ask solution for unknown questions and they can upload solution for particular question that have been asked by signing into our website. Application is that students can prepare for placements by solving the important questions that are given.

1.INTRODUCTION

Web presence is nowadays essential for business operation, marketing, and strategy. There is no doubt that the majority of information systems to be developed in the future will be Web-based even for internal purposes. Strategic collection and utilization of information via different kinds of Web-based applications can determine whether a business will be successful. This study defines a Web application as a software system that relies on the Web as its interaction medium with the end-users to create, exchange, and modify data for transaction requirements. As Web applications have become more and more important, how to ensure the success of their development is an issue of interest and practical value to practitioners, educators, and researchers. Though Web applications fall under the umbrella of software systems, they are unique in terms of user recognition, user environment, and communication control, testing requirement, security issues, interface requirements, feedback mechanism, functionality design and life cycle.

There exists many web application which provides the same service but our web application is different from them as which is meant only for the particular campus where organization can include the important questions that has been asked previously by the companies that are visited. Questions can be updated as and when required.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

We are proposing a Web Application which acts as portal for student to download important placement question paper. Based on the search category the selected important questions of that particular category listed.

1. User: User asked to login to the web page once logged in, they will be in home page which display some information regarding the website and college associated with it. There will be categories and other fields which the user can select in order to search
questions of their particular categories. After the user selects all the required fields, based on his/her selection list question are listed for user to access. Questions are free to access and download. User can also upload important questions by taking the permission of admin. User can also take practice test and can get rating for the results.

2. Admin: the Admin will maintain the application and make sure that some invalid questions are not uploaded. So when the users upload certain papers, that information will first reach the admin before reflecting it on the web application. Once the admin approves the paper, it will be reflected on the web application search. Admin can upload updated questions.

2. IMPLEMENTATION

Fig: Design phase of web application

3. SNAPSHOTS

The following activities screens are obtained as the result of the “GSSS Aptitude” web application.

The admin can log in to the website with his username and password to make changes.

Fig 2: Home Page

The home page contains category, questions, contact info, where the user can select his choice.

Fig 3: Ask Question

The user can ask questions and post it to the admin.

Fig 4: Category Questions
The user gets questions, answer and the explanation on the particular topic which he has selected.

**Fig 5: Dashboard**

The dashboard contains all the tasks that can be performed by the admin.

**Fig.6: View Question**

All the questions which are posted by the users and the relevant answers for those questions which are solved appears here.

3. CONCLUSIONS

It is an open website where the students can get the questions based on the topics which they are chosen category. Student can identify the solution for unknown questions and they can upload solution for particular question that have been searching by signing into our website. Application is that students can prepare for placements by solving the relevant questions.
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